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Abstract 

The H+(CO)2 and D+(CO)2 molecular ions were investigated with infrared spectroscopy 

in the gas phase and in para-hydrogen matrices.  In the gas phase, ions were generated in a 

supersonic molecular beam by a pulsed electrical discharge.  After extraction into a time-of-

flight mass spectrometer, the ions were mass selected and probed with infrared laser 

photodissociation (IR-PD) spectroscopy in the 700–3500 cm-1 region.  Spectra were measured 

using either argon or neon tagging, as well as tagging with an excess CO molecule.  In solid 

para-hydrogen, ions were generated by electron bombardment of a mixture of CO and hydrogen 

and absorption spectra were recorded in the 400–4000 cm−1 region with a Fourier-transform 

infrared spectrometer.  Comparison of measured spectra with the predictions of anharmonic 
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theory at the CCSD(T)/ANO1 level suggests that the predominant isomers formed by either 

argon tagging or para-hydrogen isolation is a higher lying (+7.8 kcal mol−1), less symmetric 

isomer, and not the global minimum proton-bound dimer.  Changing the formation environment 

or tagging strategy produces other non-centrosymmetric structures, but there is no spectroscopic 

evidence for the centrosymmetric proton-bound dimer.  The formation of higher energy isomers 

may be caused by a kinetic effect, such as the binding of X (= Ar, Ne or H2) to H+(CO) prior to 

the formation of X H+(CO)2.  Regardless, there is a strong tendency to produce non-

centrosymmetric structures in which HCO+ remains an intact core ion. 
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I. Introduction 

The formyl cation (HCO+) is one of the most abundant molecular ions in interstellar 

space.1-12  HCO+ was suggested by Herbst and Klemperer to be formed early in a sequence of 

reactions leading to complex molecular species and thus is an important reactive intermediate in 

interstellar chemistry.1  Its formation in diffuse clouds is believed to be due to the reaction of C+ 

with CO and H2 or that of C+ with H2 and atomic oxygen.  In dense clouds, on the other hand, a 

reaction of H3
+ with molecular CO produces HCO+.  In both environments, the primary ion is 

formed by radiation-induced ionization.  Its high abundance and large dipole moment make the 

formyl cation a valuable tracer in the interstellar medium.  Carbon monoxide is ubiquitous in 

space and the most abundant molecular species after H2.  Therefore, the HCO+(CO) complex has 

also been suggested to form in dense molecular clouds.11,12  Unfortunately, there is no 

spectroscopy on this fascinating ion.  In this paper, we measure infrared spectra and compare 

them to computational predictions to explore the structure of the H+(CO)2 ion. 

HCO+ was first detected in space in 1970 by Buhl and Snyder, who called it "X-ogen," as 

they could not assign the observed microwave band at 89.190 GHz to any known molecular 

species.13  Soon after this, Klemperer suggested that this line originates from HCO+.14,15  In 

1975, the assignment was confirmed in laboratory experiments by Woods et al.16  After its initial 

detection, formyl cation was found in multiple interstellar sources and its microwave spectrum 

was studied extensively.16-20  The first infrared studies on HCO+ were carried out between 1983 

and 1987, in which the frequencies of 3088.7, 829.7, and 2183.9 cm-1 were reported for the υ1 

(C−H stretch), υ2 (bend), and υ3 (C−O stretch) bands, respectively.21-26  Infrared spectroscopy has 

also been reported for the HOC+ isomer.27  Recently, a theoretical study has been published in 

which spectroscopic parameters were derived for all isotopologues of HCO+ and HOC+ using 

full-dimensional rovibrational calculations.28 
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Weakly bound complexes of HCO+ have been investigated using mass spectrometry, 

laser photodissociation spectroscopy, and theory.29-35  Bieske et al. investigated the molecular 

complex of HCO+ and H2,29 whereas Nizkorodov et al. studied HCO+Arn and HCO+Nen 

complexes.30-32  More recently, Schlemmer and coworkers reported a spectrum for HCO+He.33  

Bieske et al. determined a planar T-shaped structure for HCO+(H2) with no significant distortion 

on either of the two sub-units.29  They observed six vibrational transitions at 2840, 2876.36, 

2879.08, 3145, 4060.315, and 4063.822 cm-1, three of which were combination bands.  

Nizkorodov et al. investigated the influence of the HCO+Arn cluster size (for n = 1−13) on the υ1 

band.30  By analyzing the daughter ion yields, they were able to extract argon binding energies 

from the branching ratios.  These binding energies, together with vibrational band shifts, 

revealed the formation of the primary and secondary solvation shells for argon around the linear 

Ar-HCO+ core ion.  

Proton-bound dimers (PBDs) are important intermediates in proton transfer reactions, 

which play crucial roles in many biological systems, in acid-base chemistry, in chemical 

ionization mass spectrometry, and in interstellar chemistry.36-45  A proton-bound dimer A-H+-B 

can be understood as an intermediate in the proton transfer from species AH+ to species B.  

Many studies have been carried out on homogeneous as well as mixed PBDs in mass 

spectrometry.39-45  Ion and cluster-ion spectroscopy has also been applied to many of these 

systems.46-74  Our groups have studied the protonated water dimer,47,62,63,68 the H+(N2)2 

cation,60,74 the H5
+ cation,61,64,71 the protonated argon dimer,66 protonated xenon or krypton or 

mixed dimer,72 protonated carbon dioxide dimer,58,73 protonated acetone dimer,57 protonated 

acetylene dimer,59 protonated water-benzene clusters,65 protonated formaldehyde dimer,67 

protonated O2 dimer,70 and protonated ethylenediamine dimer.68  Prominent features in the 

infrared spectroscopy of such proton-bound dimers are the shared proton vibrations, which occur 
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both parallel to the molecular axis (which is the proton transfer coordinate) and perpendicular to 

it.  Because of the charge in motion, these vibrations have strong infrared intensities.  Because of 

the nuances in proton binding in different systems, the potential energy surface along these 

vibrations are highly variable, providing a severe challenge to description by harmonic 

vibrational theory.  Johnson and coworkers have studied these vibrations for a series of RO-H+-

OR' complexes, finding a strong correlation with the proton affinity differences (PA) between 

the two binding partners.53  Symmetric PBDs were found to have shared proton vibrations near 

1000 cm-1, whereas asymmetric complexes with high PA values had much higher shared-

proton vibrational frequencies, approaching the free-OH stretches in some cases.  In other 

examples of symmetric PBD systems, the shared proton stretch has been found to have much 

lower frequencies (e.g., 743 cm-1 for N2-H+-N2; 379 cm-1 for H2-H+-H2).60,64,71  

The H+(CO)2 ion has been produced and studied in mass spectrometry, where a bond 

energy of 10.8 kcal/mol was obtained for the association reaction H+CO + CO.75,76  A series of 

computational studies including anharmonic vibrational interactions have focused on the 

H+(CO)2 dimers and the analogous H+(N2)2 species.74,77-84  In contrast to the centrosymmetric 

(D∞h) structure of H+(N2)2, it was found that H+(CO)2 forms a linear PBD, but one which is non-

centrosymmetric (C∞v).79,81,84  A binding energy of 4634 cm-1 (13.2 kcal/mol) was reported,81 in 

reasonable agreement with previous estimates.  The study by Terrill and Nesbitt81 as well as one 

by Fortenberry et al.84 investigated the vibrational spectrum of H+(CO)2.  Terrill and Nesbitt81 

focused on the symmetric and asymmetric proton stretch vibrations and their overtones and 

combinations.  They found a barrier to proton transfer of 398 cm-1, and a zero-point energy 

comparable to this.  Fundamental frequencies of 298 and 386 cm-1 were obtained, but no 

vibrations with significant intensity were reported above 1000 cm-1.  Fortenberry et al. also 

included higher frequency vibrations from other modes such as the carbonyl stretch.84  They 
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reported a binding energy of 4283 cm-1 (12.2 kcal/mol) and a barrier at the centrosymmetric 

structure of 394 cm-1.  They also concluded that the zero-point energy is comparable to the 

barrier height, and that dynamic effects should yield a centrosymmetric structure.  They 

calculated transition frequencies using vibrational self-consistent field and vibrational 

configuration interaction methods.  Using 4- and 5-mode representations, they predicted bands at 

2308.2 (0), 2246.3 (54), 272.3 (0), 1184.9 (8), 285.4 (0), 316.5 (5186), and 148.1 (16) cm-1 for 

the υ1 through υ7 vibrations, respectively (IR intensities, km/mol, in parentheses).  The 

perpendicular (υ4 1184.9 cm-1) and parallel (υ6 316.5 cm-1) proton stretch vibrations were 

predicted to have frequencies deviating significantly from harmonic values.  Unfortunately, no 

spectroscopic study on H+(CO)2 has yet been reported to test these predictions. 

In the present study, we report the first experimental infrared spectroscopy on H+(CO)2 

and D+(CO)2.  We employ infrared photodissociation (IR-PD) spectroscopy of mass-selected 

ions in the gas phase, which has the advantage of mass selection, but the disadvantage that band 

intensities may be affected by the photodissociation efficiency.  We also employ para-hydrogen 

(p-H2) matrix isolation infrared spectroscopy, which lacks mass selection, but should measure 

true absorption strengths and covers a wider range of infrared frequencies.  Comparing the 

spectra from both methods with the results of quantum-chemical calculations, we find the 

structure for H+(CO)2 to be either a non-linear species, or a linear non-centrosymmetric species, 

neither of which is expected on the basis of previous theoretical work. 

 

II. Methods 

A. Experimental 

In the gas phase experiments, formyl cations were produced in a pulsed electrical 

discharge in a supersonic expansion using methods described previously.85  Mixtures of 1−5% 
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H2 or D2 and CO in argon, neon, or pure CO were used as expansion gases in different 

experiments.  After its formation, the molecular beam was skimmed into a second chamber, 

where ions were pulse-extracted into a reflectron time-of-flight mass spectrometer.86  A pulsed 

deflection plate was used to mass select the ions of interest.  At the turning point of the 

reflectron, the ion packet was irradiated with the tunable infrared output of a Nd:YAG pumped 

OPO/OPA system (LaserVision).  Because infrared excitation is not energetic enough to 

dissociate H+(CO)2, we employed the method of "tagging" with weakly-bound rare gas atoms 

such as argon or neon.87-103  Therefore, the experimental spectra were recorded by producing a 

tagged ion such as H+(CO)2Ar and monitoring the loss of argon as a function of the infrared 

photon energy.  Spectral intensities were not corrected for laser power because of variation in 

spot size/shape of the laser across the spectrum and the resulting change in ion beam/laser 

overlap. 

The experimental setup used for p-H2 matrix isolation experiments was described in 

detail elsewhere.101-103  Mixtures of CO/p-H2 (1/10000, 1/2000, 1/1000, or 1/700) were 

bombarded with electrons during deposition at 3.2 K for 7–8.5 hours and infrared spectra were 

recorded with a Fourier-transform infrared spectrometer (Bruker, Vertex 80v) equipped with a 

KBr beam splitter and a Hg-Cd-Te detector.  The deposited matrix was then kept in darkness for 

a prolonged period to allow diffusion of solvated electrons.  These electrons are expected to 

neutralize protonated species so that the intensities of lines associated with the protonated 

species decrease during this period.  Similar to the IR-PD experiments, deuteration experiments 

used a deposit of CO/n-D2.  Because electron diffusion is limited in a deuterium matrix, the 

electron-bombarded matrix was irradiated with light at 365 nm from a light-emitting diode to 

mobilize trapped electrons.  Secondary photolysis was performed with light at 254 nm from a 

low-pressure mercury lamp. 
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B. Computational 

Density functional theory and ab initio calculations were carried out using the 

Gaussian09107 and CFOUR108 program packages.  Geometries of H+(CO)2, H+(CO)2Ar, 

H+(CO)2Ne, or H+(CO)3 and their deuterated isotopologues were pre-optimized using the 

B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory.  Further geometry optimizations and anharmonic 

frequency calculations using second-order vibrational perturbation theory (VPT2) were 

performed at the CCSD(T)/ANO1 level of theory. 

 

III. Results and Discussion 

A. Infrared photodissociation (IR-PD) experiments 

In an argon expansion seeded with hydrogen and CO, the pulsed discharge/supersonic 

beam source produces a variety of ions of the form H+(CO)nArm.  We were able to select the 

protonated monomer ion HCO+Ar and study it with photodissociation via elimination of argon, 

obtaining a spectrum consistent with those reported previously by other groups.30,32  This 

spectrum is shown in Figure S1 of the Supplemental Information file.  It has the expected C−H 

stretch at 2815 cm-1 and the carbonyl stretch at 2135 cm-1.  This spectrum also has additional 

bands not predicted by the scaled harmonic theory used in that figure. 

We also observed efficient photodissociation of the H+(CO)2Ar complex by the 

elimination of argon throughout the mid-IR.  Figure 1 shows the experimentally measured IR-PD 

spectrum of H+(CO)2Ar (upper trace) compared to that of the corresponding deuterated species 

D+(CO)2Ar (lower trace).  In the H+(CO)2Ar spectrum, bands are observed at 1146, 1445, 2066, 

2128, 2383, 2597, and 2772 cm-1.  For the deuterated ion a different pattern is observed, with 

bands at 1011, 1117, 1462, 1663, 1752, 2072, and 2480 cm-1.  Because of the conditions of the 

experiment and past experience with many similar systems, these ions are expected to be cold 
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(10−30K).  All of the linewidths in these spectra are greater than the laser linewidth, as is 

commonly seen for photodissociation spectra, and attributed to predissociation lifetime effects.  

The additional widths for certain band features (e.g., the 2772 cm-1 band for H+(CO)2, or the 

1462 and 2300−2400 cm-1 features for D+(CO)2) is believed to arise from the overlap of multiple 

unresolved bands in these regions.  These widths are not likely to arise from any elevated 

temperature for these ions, as other bands in other parts of the same spectrum measured under 

the same conditions are much sharper.  The unresolved features are likely to arise from 

combinations with low frequency stretching and bending modes of the tag atom (e.g., argon), 

which frequently occur in photodissociation spectra employing tagging.  An additional 

possibility for bands involving O−H or O−D vibrations is the same kind of spectral diffusion 

dynamics that causes hydrogen bonding vibrations to be broadened in water-containing 

clusters.47-50 

The bands in the H+(CO)2Ar spectrum at 2066 and 2128 cm-1 can immediately be 

assigned to C−O stretch vibrations.  The 2128 cm-1 band is only slightly lower in frequency than 

the 2135 cm-1 C−O stretch in the Ar-HCO+ monomer ion.  The observation of two bands here 

implies either that there are two kinds of CO molecules in the complex, or that there are two 

different isomers present.  However, other features of these spectra are quite surprising.  A strong 

band at 2772 cm-1 for H+(CO)2Ar apparently shifts to lower energy (2480 cm-1) upon 

deuteration.  This has a frequency and isotopic shift consistent with a C−H stretch vibration.  It is 

only slightly lower in frequency than the C−H stretch in the monomer HCO+-Ar complex at 2815 

cm-1.30,32  However, there should be no C−H stretch in the expected PBD structure.  Indeed, the 

study of H+(CO)2 by Fortenberry et al. predicts the highest IR-active vibration for the PBD 

structure to be the antisymmetric C−O stretch at 2246 cm-1.84  The attachment of argon usually 
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occurs at an exposed proton site, if one is present, and causes a significant red shift in any 

vibration involving such a proton.  If the 2772 cm-1 band is a C−H stretch, then the tag-free 

molecule would have a band at even higher frequency than the feature observed here.  There is 

also no band near 1185 cm-1, which was predicted as a weak feature for the perpendicular proton 

vibration of the PBD structure.84  Therefore, these various band positions and isotopic shifts 

appear to be inconsistent with a linear proton-bound dimer. 

It is important to note that the dissociation yield in spectra such as these may be affected 

by the binding energy of the tag atom, and thus low energy bands are sometimes not detected 

efficiently.  In the present spectra, dissociation is detected for the D+(CO)2Ar species in the 

region down to just below 1000 cm-1.  This places an upper limit on the argon binding energy to 

this complex.  Therefore, assuming a comparable argon binding energy, low frequency bands in 

the H+(CO)2Ar spectrum, such as the perpendicular proton stretch predicted at 1185 cm-1, could 

have been detected here also if there were strong signal.  The OPO laser tuning range ends at 

about 700 cm-1, and therefore the strong parallel-proton stretch predicted by Terrill and Nesbitt81 

at 386 cm-1 or by Fortenberry et al.84 at 316.5 cm-1 for the PBD structure cannot be accessed with 

the present experiment. 

 

B. p-H2 matrix isolation infrared absorption experiments 

To further investigate this system, we conducted p-H2 matrix isolation experiments.  Such 

experiments have no mass selection, but they have a wider scanning range in the infrared.  

Because direct absorption is measured, their band intensities are not affected by 

photodissociation yields.  Vibrational band shifts may occur in matrix isolation experiments 

comparable in magnitude, but not necessarily in the same direction, as those seen with tagging in 

gas phase experiments.  To produce ions in this environment and to identify their spectra in the 
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presence of spectra from the more abundant neutrals requires a careful procedure which has been 

established in previous experiments.104-106 

To produce H+(CO)2 ions in the hydrogen matrix, electron bombardment was carried out 

during the slow (8.5 h) deposition of a CO/p-H2 (1/1000) mixture.  Infrared spectroscopy of this 

matrix produced lines previously assigned to CO, CO2, HCO, H2CO, H2O, and HO2 as shown in 

trace (a) of Figure S2 in the Supplemental Information.  Several lines not identified previously 

(marked as A+ and B+) also appeared as weak features in this spectrum.  This matrix was 

maintained in darkness for 19 h, followed by irradiation at 254 nm; the difference spectra 

showing the results of these experimental steps are presented in traces (b) and (c) of Figure S2, 

respectively.  In the difference spectra, lines pointing upward indicate generation and those 

pointing downward indicate decomposition.  The intensity of a line at 2893.9 cm−1 marked as A+ 

decreased significantly after 19 h in darkness, whereas those of lines in group B+ at 1100.4, 

1525.7, 2007.3, 2032.6, 2508–2528, and 2618–1682 cm−1 decreased slightly (trace b).  These 

lines in group B+ were mostly depleted upon irradiation at 254 nm (trace c).  The decay after 

maintenance of the electron-bombarded matrix in darkness indicates that carriers of lines in 

groups A+ and B+ are cationic species because of their slow reactions with the trapped electrons. 

To further distinguish the carriers, experiments were performed with varied mixing ratios 

of CO/p-H2.  Figure S3 shows partial infrared spectra of electron bombarded CO/p-H2 mixtures 

with mixing ratios 1/700, 1/1000, and 1/2000; these spectra were normalized with respect to the 

intensity of the line A+ at 2893.9 cm−1.  The intensities of lines in group B+ increased with the 

mixing ratio of CO/p-H2 relative to that of the line at 2893.9 cm−1 in group A+, suggesting that 

lines in groups A+ and B+ most likely originate from HCO+ and H+(CO)2 respectively.  

Consistent with this, a band at 2840 cm-1 was reported in the IR-PD study of HCO+-H2 by Bieske 

et al. and assigned to the C−H stretch of this ion.29  As reported previously30,32 and shown in 
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Figure S1, the corresponding C−H stretch of HCO+-Ar occurs at 2815 cm-1.  All of these matrix 

or complexed values are significantly shifted to the red from the gas phase C−H stretch of formyl 

cation, which occurs at 3088.7 cm-1.21,22  

Similar experiments were performed with mixtures of CO/n-D2.  After deposition of a 

mixture of CO/n-D2 (1/550) at 3.2 K with electron-bombardment for 6 h, many lines were 

observed (Figure S4(a)).  Because the mobility of electrons in solid n-D2 at 3.2 K is limited, the 

matrix was irradiated with an LED at 365 nm to release trapped electrons.  A difference 

spectrum recorded upon irradiation of the matrix at 365 nm is shown in Figure S4(b); lines at 

2514.7, 2032.2, 2005.3, 1809.1, 1651.5, 1347.4, and 1295.0 cm−1 were mostly depleted.  Partial 

IR spectra recorded for electron bombarded CO/n-D2 matrices with mixing ratios 1/550, 1/2000, 

and 1/10000 are compared in Figure S5.  These spectra were normalized to the intensity of the 

line in group X+ at 2514.7 cm−1.  The relative intensities of lines in group X+ (at 2514.7, 1809.1, 

1347.2, and 1295.4 cm−1) were retained in these experiments, whereas relative intensities of lines 

in group Y+ (at 2032.2, 2005.3, and 1651.5 cm−1) increased with mixing ratios of CO.  

According to the comparison with theoretically predicted spectra and the IR-PD spectrum for 

D+(CO)2Ar, we assigned lines in X+ to D+(CO)2 in solid n-D2, and lines in group Y+ to D+(CO)3.  

The absence of lines of DCO+ is likely due to a low abundance and/or severe interferences from 

other species. 

 

C. Comparison of IR-PD and p-H2 experiments 

Figure 2 shows a comparison of the gas phase IR-PD spectra for H+(CO)2Ar and to the p-

H2 "difference" matrix spectra, where the bands corresponding to each other in the two spectra 

are connected with dashed red lines.  The red asterisks indicate bands assigned to known species 

other than H+(CO)2, as indicated in Figure S2.  Each band in the gas phase spectrum except the 
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one at 2383 cm-1 has a counterpart in the matrix spectrum.  The bands in the matrix spectrum are 

all sharper, and relative band intensities in the matrix spectrum are different from those of the 

corresponding features in the gas phase spectrum.  The additional widths of the bands in the gas 

phase spectra was discussed earlier.  There are also significant shifts in band positions between 

the two spectra.  Except for the matrix band at 1525.7 cm-1, all other features are shifted to 

frequencies lower than those of the corresponding gas phase spectrum by 50−100 cm-1.  The shift 

is most noticeable for the intense gas phase band at 2772 cm-1, which is tentatively associated 

with a C−H stretch.  The corresponding multiplet feature in the matrix spectrum at 2618−2682 

cm-1 is less intense compared to other bands.  It should be noted that the gas phase spectrum has 

not been corrected for the laser power, which is highest at higher frequencies and gradually 

declines toward lower frequencies.  Therefore, the intensity of the gas phase band at 2772 cm-1 

may be enhanced by the greater laser power here and possibly by a greater dissociation yield at 

this higher photon energy.  The most intense bands in the matrix spectrum are the two at 2007.3 

and 2032.6 cm-1 in the region of the carbonyl stretches.  The corresponding gas phase bands at 

2066 and 2128 cm-1 have somewhat weaker relative intensities.  The position of the bands in the 

gas phase spectrum may be shifted somewhat by the attachment of argon, but this should affect 

mostly the mode(s) associated with the argon attachment site.  If the band at 2772 cm-1 is a free 

C−H stretch, argon would likely be attached at the exposed hydrogen, and this band would have 

a greater shift than the others whose vibrations are remote from the argon (i.e., the carbonyl 

stretches).  The matrix environment apparently shifts all the bands.  The differences between the 

gas phase and matrix spectra are therefore somewhat understandable.  Similar differences 

between gas phase and para-hydrogen spectra, with missing bands, different band positions and 

intensities, etc., were also observed for the protonated dimer of CO2.58,73 
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Figure 3 shows a comparison between the gas phase and matrix spectra for the deuterated 

D+(CO)2 species, obtained using the same methods.  Here, the gas phase spectrum has several 

resolved features, but only two closely matching bands can be identified in the matrix spectrum.  

Again, the matrix bands are sharper, and the relative intensities in the two spectra do not match.  

A very weak feature in the matrix spectrum at 1347.2 cm-1 does not match anything in the gas 

phase spectrum, but is perhaps closest to the gas phase band at 1462 cm-1.  The relatively intense 

band at 2072 cm-1 in the gas phase spectrum does not appear in the matrix spectrum.  

Surprisingly, the two clear bands in the matrix spectrum are shifted to higher frequencies than 

the corresponding features in the gas phase spectrum, whereas most bands were red shifted in the 

H+(CO)2 spectrum.  Different band shifts for H2 vs D2 matrices are not uncommon because of the 

softer versus more rigid environments. 

Although the gas phase and matrix spectra have noticeable differences, they agree on 

several important issues.  The general pattern of bands in the H+(CO)2 spectrum is reproduced in 

both measurements.  They both detect bands at high frequency, consistent with a free C−H 

stretch, and bands near 2500 cm-1 for D+(CO)2 consistent with a C−D stretch.  Both spectra have 

two distinct bands in the carbonyl stretching region for the H+(CO)2 spectrum.  This pattern 

changes significantly for D+(CO)2 in the gas phase spectrum, whereas the matrix spectrum finds 

nothing here.  Most importantly, neither experiment detects a band near 1185 cm-1 for H+(CO)2 

where the perpendicular proton stretch has been predicted.  The gas phase spectrum has a weak 

band at 1146 cm-1 and the matrix spectrum has one at 1100.4 cm-1, which might correspond to 

this, but neither has particularly strong intensity.  Neither experiment can access the lower 

frequency region where the parallel proton stretch band was predicted.  Altogether, these results 

suggest that the main carrier of the infrared spectrum in both the gas phase and the p-H2 matrix is 
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a structure other than the proton-bound dimer.  We therefore have carried out computational 

work to locate other possible isomers that might explain these spectra. 

  

D. Computational results 

We conducted both density functional theory and ab initio calculations to predict 

structures and spectra for various isomers of H+(CO)2 that might be present in the experiments.  

Using successive geometry optimizations at the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ and CCSD(T)/ANO1 

levels of theory, we located a total of six isomers, which are shown in Figure 4.  In addition to 

these structures, their relative energies are given (CCSD(T)/ANO1 level of theory, with zero-

point correction).  Figure 4 shows the energies of the tag-free clusters; the relative energies for 

both the tag-free and tagged structures are given in Table I.  As shown in the Supplemental 

Information, the tagging with argon has only a minor effect on ion structures and their spectra, 

with the noted exception of somewhat greater shifts for the O−H (O−D) stretching vibrations 

where the argon is attached.  Consistent with previous work, the lowest energy isomer 1 is the 

proton-bound dimer of CO, where the two carbon atoms are connected to the central proton.  In 

isomer 2, one of the CO units is rotated, such that the oxygen is pointing towards the proton.  

This structure is +5.1 (5.2 for D) kcal mol−1 higher in energy than isomer 1.  In isomers 3 and 4, 

the structure is no longer linear, but bent by about 80 degrees.  In both of these isomers, the angle 

of the CO with respect to the carbonyl of HCO+ is close to 100, which in organic chemistry is 

the "Bürgi-Dunitz approach angle" for nucleophilic attack at a carbonyl group.109  Isomer 3 is 

+5.8 (5.9 for D) kcal mol−1 higher in energy than isomer 1, whereas isomer 4 is +7.8 (8.0 for D) 

kcal mol−1 higher.  The structures of these isomers differ only by the rotation of the hydrogen-

bonded CO; in isomer 3 its carbon points towards the proton, while in isomer 4 its oxygen points 

toward the proton.  Isomer 5 is a PBD of the form CO-H+-OC; it has a relative energy of +30.1 
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(32.2 for D) kcal mol−1.  The last isomer (6) is a covalently bonded OCCOH+ ion, which has a 

relative energy of +48.1 (50.9 for D) kcal mol−1.  Isomer 6 is shown with the t,t conformation, 

but it also has the c,t conformation according to B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ.  However, the H2 and Ar 

complexes of the latter seem to be unstable.  Table I shows the relative energies and argon 

binding energies of all these H/D+(CO)2 isomers.  The detailed structures and harmonic 

frequencies of all these computed isomers and their argon tagged species are provided in the 

Supplemental Information. 

For comparison with the IR-PD spectra of H+(CO)2Ar and D+(CO)2Ar, anharmonic 

vibrational spectra were calculated at the CCSD(T)/ANO1 level of theory; predicted anharmonic 

wavenumbers of isomers 1−4 are summarized in Tables II and III for H+(CO)2Ar and 

D+(CO)2Ar, respectively, where they are compared to the experimental band positions.  These 

isomers are deemed most relevant based on their spectra (see below).  Tables II and III present 

only the most intense bands predicted by theory for these isomers.  The full list of anharmonic 

band intensities for all the isomers is presented in the Supplemental Information as Table S1.  

According to our theory, the most stable isomer 1 of H+(CO)2Ar has an intense band predicted at 

1226 cm-1 (2381 km/mol), corresponding to the OC−H+ stretch vibration, analogous to the 

parallel shared-proton stretch.  However, this frequency may be an artifact of our computations, 

which optimized to the linear but non-centrosymmetric OCH+(CO) structure found previously by 

other groups.79,81  Both Terrill and Nesbitt81 and Fortenberry et al.84 suggested that the actual 

structure of the proton-bound dimer is dynamically averaged to be centrosymmetric, and then the 

shared-proton stretching vibration would occur at a much lower frequency (386 or 315.6 cm-1, 

respectively).  The only high frequency vibrations predicted by Fortenberry for the 

centrosymmetric structure are a relatively weak perpendicular proton stretch (1184.9 cm-1) and a 

moderate intensity carbonyl stretch (2246.3 cm-1), higher than anything in the experiment in this 
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region.  Our isomer 1 has weak bands in the carbonyl stretching region, but these are also at 

frequencies higher than those in the experiment.  The deuterated isotopologue is predicted by our 

theory to have a parallel proton-stretch band at 980 cm-1, which is subject to the same possible 

artifact.  Neither our non-centrosymmetric isomer 1 nor Fortenberry's dynamically averaged 

centrosymmetric structure has the main vibrational features detected experimentally, and 

therefore we examine the spectra of other isomers. 

Isomers 2−4 all have higher frequency bands and carbonyl stretches with significant 

intensities.  The argon tagged isomer 2 has an O−CH+ carbonyl stretch band predicted at 2118 

cm-1, an OCH+(C−O) stretch at 2049 cm-1, and an OC−H+ stretch at 2752 cm-1.  For the 

deuterated isotopologue, bands are predicted at 1735 (symmetric O−C−D+ stretch), 2054 

(OCD+(C−O) stretch), and 2464 (OC−D+ stretch) cm-1.  The argon tagged isomer 3 has a strong 

O−CH+ carbonyl stretch band predicted at 2128 cm-1, an OCH+(C−O) stretch at 2175 cm-1, and 

an OC−H+ stretch at 2896 cm-1.  For the deuterated isotopologue, bands are predicted at 1810 

(symmetric O−C−D+ stretch), 2175 (OCD+(C−O) stretch), and 2504 (antisymmetric O−C−D+ 

stretch) cm-1.  For the proton version of argon tagged isomer 4, anharmonic theory predicts bands 

at 2068, 2128, and 2859 cm-1.  These frequencies are associated with the OCH+(O−C) stretch 

(2068 cm-1), the O−CH+ stretch (2128 cm-1), and the OC−H+ stretch (2859 cm-1) vibrations, 

respectively.  The deuterated isomer 4 is predicted to have corresponding bands at 1791 

(symmetric O−C−D+ stretch), 2068 (OCD+(O−C) stretch), and 2499 (antisymmetric O−C−D+  

stretch) cm-1.  Interestingly, the predicted O−CH+ carbonyl stretch band has the same frequency 

(2128 cm-1) for both isomers 3 and 4, and the respective "external" C−O (2175 cm-1) or O−C 

(2068 cm-1) stretches are the same for the H or D isotopologues of these isomers. 
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E. Comparison of experiments with calculations 

Figure 5 shows the experimental IR-PD spectrum compared to the spectra predicted by 

our anharmonic theory for argon-tagged isomers 1−4 of H+(CO)2.  Other isomers have spectra 

with less agreement with the experiment than these (see Supplemental Information, Figure S6).  

As shown, isomers 3 and 4 have structures with a CH group attached to argon, producing "free" 

C−H stretches at high frequency.  The frequencies predicted (2896 and 2859 cm-1) are higher 

than the band detected at 2772 cm-1, but the intensities of these vibrations match the IR-PD 

experiment reasonably well for both of these isomers.  As noted earlier, the proton-bound isomer 

1 has no strong band at high frequency.  Isomer 2 has a linear OCH+−OC structure, with the 

interaction weak enough to produce a high frequency OC−H+ stretch at 2752 cm-1.  This band is 

also intense, but falls at a lower frequency than the experimental band at 2772 cm-1.  The spectra 

for isomers 2 and 4 both have moderate intensity bands for two carbonyl stretches, whereas 

isomer 1 has only a very weak band here and isomer 3 has only one strong band.  The bands for 

isomer 4 at 2068 and 2128 cm-1 match almost perfectly with those in the experiment at 2066 and 

2128 cm-1 and they have nearly the same intensity ratio as that in the experiment.  Weak OC−H+ 

bend overtones are predicted for isomers 2, 3 and 4 near 1600−1700 cm-1, but there is nothing in 

the experiment corresponding to these.  There is also nothing in the theory for any of these 

isomers explaining the weak/broad bands in the experiment at 2383 and 2597 cm-1.  On the basis 

of these comparisons, it seems that the spectrum predicted for isomer 4 matches the experiment 

better than any other, although the agreement is not perfect. 

To understand the interactions of H2 (or D2) with H+(CO)2 (or D+(CO)2), we performed 

computations on the H+(CO)2H2 and D+(CO)2D2 complexes with the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ 

method.  The isomers identified for these complexes are similar to those found for H+(CO)2Ar, 
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with an H2 molecule replacing argon.  Structures of isomers 3 and 4 are shown in Figure S9.  In 

Figure S10 we compared the experimental spectrum of H+(CO)2 in solid p-H2 with predicted 

anharmonic vibrational wavenumbers of isomers 3 and 4 of H+(CO)2H2 (Table S3).  Similar to 

H+(CO)2Ar, the observed lines at 2618‒2682, 2032.6, 2007.3 cm−1 agree best with those 

predicted for isomer 4 at 2786, 2173, and 2117 cm−1 (Table II); the observed wavenumber of the 

C‒H+ stretching mode near 2650 cm−1 is red-shifted from calculations, likely because the proton 

was shared with more than one H2.  The line observed at 1525.7 cm−1 might correspond to the 

overtone predicted at 1623 cm−1 for isomer 4, whereas the line observed at 1100.4 cm−1 has no 

corresponding predicted line except a weak overtone line predicted at 915 cm−1 for isomer 4 

Figure 6 shows a comparison of the gas phase spectrum for the deuterated ion with that 

predicted by anharmonic theory.  Again, isomer 1 has no strong bands predicted at high 

frequency, but both isomers 3 and 4 have medium-intensity features predicted (2504 and 2499 

cm-1, respectively) that match the experimental band at 2480 cm-1 reasonably well.  Isomer 2 has 

a weaker band at the slightly lower frequency of 2464 cm-1.  Isomers 2, 3 and 4 each have two 

C−O stretches that are much more widely separated than they were for the H+(CO)2 species.  The 

pair at 1735 and 2054 cm-1 for isomer 2 and that at 1791 and 2068 cm-1 for isomer 4 match the 

experiment better than that at 1809 and 2175 cm-1 for isomer 3.  Again, isomer 4 matches the 

band positions and relative intensities in the experiment better than the other isomers, and the 

agreement for the three highest frequency bands is quite good.  Isomer 2 also provides a 

reasonable match to the experiment.  However, none of the isomers account for the experimental 

structure below 1700 cm-1, where several broad bands are detected.  The bands near 1011, 1117 

and 1663 cm-1 could conceivably be accounted for by a minor population of isomer 1, but 

nothing accounts for the stronger broad feature at 1462 cm-1.  The isolated sharp bands in the 
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experiment at 1752 and 2072 cm-1 seem to indicate the presence of only one isomer with these 

bands rather than contributions from multiple isomers. 

In Figure S11 we compared the experimental spectrum of D+(CO)2 in solid D2 with 

anharmonic vibrational wavenumbers of D+(CO)2D2 isomers predicted with the B3LYP/aug-cc-

pVTZ method (Table S4).  Similar to D+(CO)2Ar, the observed lines at 2514.7 and 1808.9 cm−1 

agree the best with lines predicted for isomer 4 at 2520 and 1752 cm−1; an intense line predicted 

at 2116 cm−1 was unidentified because of the severe interference from absorption of CO and its 

complexes.  Two weak lines observed at  1347.2 and 1295.4 cm−1 might correspond to the 

overtone lines predicted at 1451 and 1357 cm−1 for isomer 4. 

From these spectra for the H+(CO)2Ar and D+(CO)2Ar ions, it can be seen that a single 

isomer (4) can account for the majority of the resolved spectral features for both isotopologues.  

Isomer 2 is perhaps the next closest match, but it has some vibrational features (intensity pattern 

in the carbonyl stretching region for H+(CO)2Ar and weak high frequency band for D+(CO)2Ar) 

where the agreement is less satisfactory.  Additionally, the lack of more complex multiplet 

patterns in the region of the C−H, C−D and C−O stretching regions implies that there is either 

only one isomer present or that other minor isomers have no strong bands in these regions.  This 

means that isomers 3 or 6 are not likely to be present, but small amounts of isomers 1 could 

conceivably be present, explaining some of the weaker signals in these spectra.  The most stable 

isomer 1 should have a perpendicular proton stretch in the 1100 (H) or 900 (D) cm-1 regions, but 

no strong bands are detected here, suggesting that this isomer is not present in high 

concentration.  Therefore, the additional structure in these spectra, in the 2300−2600 cm-1 (H) or 

1000−1500 cm-1 (D) regions, likely comes from additional overtone or combination bands of 

isomer 4 whose positions or intensities are not captured by the present level of anharmonic 
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theory.  For example, the deuterated species has in-plane and out-of-plane DCO+ bending modes 

at 682 and 706 cm-1.  A combination of these vibrations, perhaps together with the argon stretch 

at 116 cm-1, might explain the structure near 1462 cm-1.  Combinations of these bends with the 

carbonyl stretch at 1752 cm-1 might explain the structure in the 2300−2400 cm-1 region.  The 

VPT2 method employed here can only predict intensities for transitions from the vibrational 

ground state to excited states with up to two quanta in energy.  Transitions to higher energy 

states are assigned zero intensity regardless of experimentally observable IR activity. 

In solid p-H2 and n-D2, we also found that the high-energy isomer 4 was produced. 

Producing a higher-energy conformer has been reported by Wong et al. in the UV-irradiated -

alanine in solid p-H2,110 but they also detected predominantly the lowest energy isomer.  The 

predominant formation of only isomer 4 in solid p-H2 might be explained by a mechanism in 

which the protonation of CO or (CO)2 is followed by rapid complexation or solvation with p-H2.  

The initial protonation of a CO molecule by H3
+ leads to the formation of OCH+···H2, which 

prevents the second CO to form isomer 1 (OC···H+···CO).  Another possible mechanism is the 

direct protonation of (CO)2 which somehow leads to the formation of isomer 4.  This latter 

mechanism was investigated computationally, and the details are presented in the Supplementary 

Material.  Because of the small difference in proton affinities of CO (594 kJ mol−1) and H2 (422 

kJ mol−1), once the protonation of CO by H3
+ occurs, the H2 product prefers to partially share the 

transferred proton and maintain a nearly linear OCH+∙∙∙H2 structure (considering H2 has a 

spherical wave function).  The second CO can hence partially share the proton perpendicularly; 

isomers 3 and 4 both have a nearly linear substructure of OCH+-H2.  As discussed in the 

Supplemental Information, protonation of low-energy structures of (CO)2 produces only isomer 

4, consistent with our experimental observation.  However, formation of isomer 3 from 
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protonation of high-energy (CO)2 cannot be completely excluded because these "high-energy" 

structures are only higher in energy by less than 0.17 kcal mol−1 from theory. 

 

F.  Additional IR-PD experiments 

On the basis of our spectroscopy experiments and their comparison to theory, it seems 

that isomer 4, which is computed to be less stable by 7.8 kcal/mol than the most stable isomer 1, 

is the most abundant species produced in both the molecular beam and hydrogen matrix 

experiments.  Although the agreement with theory for this isomer is not definitive, it seems to be 

clear that the most stable isomer 1 is produced either not at all, or in low enough concentrations 

to make it difficult to detect.  We therefore have considered a number of possible kinetic effects 

that might explain the preferential formation of the less stable isomer.  One possibility is a 

concentration bias that might limit the access of CO to its most stable binding site.  The IR-PD 

experiments were carried out with a large excess of argon buffer gas.  If the more abundant argon 

binds to the proton of HCO+ on average before a CO molecule does, it could conceivably block 

the preferred in-line binding site for CO.  The binding energy of argon in the Ar-HCO+ complex 

has been computed previously by Botschwina (D0 = 4.37 kcal/mol),35 and it is substantial, 

especially at the low temperature of the experiment.  A second CO molecule arriving after argon 

has attached might not be able to displace it, and would then bind in the next best position 

coming in from the side.  A similar issue might affect the hydrogen matrix data, where H2 is 

present in large excess compared to CO and can also bind efficiently at the proton of HCO+ (D0 

= 2.43 kcal/mol).29  To address these possibilities, we decided to use neon tagging to measure the 

spectrum.  Neon is predicted to have a much smaller binding energy to HCO+ (0.9 kcal/mol at 

CCSD(T)/ANO1), making it less likely to block the binding of CO.  Additional experiments used 

an expansion of CO/H2/He in a 10:30:260 pressure ratio and measured the spectrum of H+(CO)3.  
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Presumably, if the tagging atom is eliminated, CO should be able to find its preferred binding 

site and the extra CO would be weakly bound, acting as the tag species to enable 

photodissociation.  Additional computational work was done on H+(CO)2Ne and H+(CO)3 at the 

same level of theory described earlier. 

Figure 7 shows the IR-PD spectrum of H+(CO)2Ne, compared to the spectra predicted by 

several low-lying isomers of this ion.  This spectrum is more complex than that measured with 

argon tagging, with a multiplet of at least five bands at high frequency (2874, 2968, 3012, 3043, 

and 3066 cm-1), and two (2171 and 2308 cm-1) in the general region of the C−O stretch.  

Surprisingly, the bands at high frequency are much sharper than those seen with argon tagging.  

However, different linewidths from different tag atoms are not uncommon in ion spectroscopy 

measured with photodissociation because of different predissociation dynamics.  The 

anharmonic vibrational spectra predicted for the several isomers of this ion are presented in the 

lower traces of the Figure.  As shown, no spectrum for any single isomer matches the 

experimental spectrum.  Only isomers 2, 3, 4 and 6 have any bands at high frequency, and each 

of these isomers has just one band each predicted here.  The bands in the 2874−3066 cm-1 region 

are all at frequencies higher than the C−H stretch of H+(CO)2Ar, consistent with a smaller red-

shift for similar vibrations when tagging with neon as opposed to argon.  It is tempting on the 

basis of the multiplet here to suggest that more than one isomer is present, but the C−O stretch 

region is quite simple, with only two clear bands.  This suggests that there might be only one 

isomer present, but that the high frequency region has complex anharmonic structure not 

captured by this level of theory.  The VPT2 method used here cannot reproduce multiple quanta 

(>2) combinations or Fermi-resonances, which may occur in this region.  Low frequency 

stretches of the neon atom or the CO group near 100 and 200 cm-1 could produce combination 

bands with a C−H stretch, explaining some of the additional structure here.  The prediction of 
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two C−O stretches is consistent with the spectra predicted for isomers 2 and 4, but the 

frequencies of these isomers don't match the experiment well at all.  In particular, the 2308 cm-1 

frequency seems to be quite high for a C−O stretch.  Considering all of this, it is not possible to 

conclude what the structure of the neon-tagged species is.  However, there are no strong bands in 

the 1100−1400 cm-1 region, where the proton-bound dimer structure should have its 

perpendicular proton stretch, and there is much structure at high frequency where free C−H 

stretches are expected for more than one structure.  It seems that there is still no solid evidence 

for a PBD structure, but rather additional data supporting one or more asymmetric structures. 

Figure 8 shows the spectrum measured for the H+(CO)3 ion in an expansion of CO seeded 

with hydrogen compared to the spectra predicted by theory for this ion.  Because there is no rare 

gas in the expansion mixture, and therefore no tagging atom, this experiment eliminates any 

possible effects of competitive binding at the OCH+ charge site.  The spectrum consists of broad 

structure near 1683 cm-1, a weak band at 2065 cm-1, a strong, sharp band at 2186 cm-1, and 

additional broad structure at high frequency centered near 2721 cm-1.  The broad structure near 

1683 cm-1 was not seen for the other tagged ions, the 2065 and 2186 cm-1 bands are in the region 

seen before for carbonyl stretches, and the band at 2721 cm-1 is quite close to the high frequency 

band seen for H+(CO)2Ar.  The most stable structure identified by theory (isomer 7) is a non-

centrosymmetric proton-bound dimer with a third CO molecule bound weakly to the side of the 

linear PBD axis, carbon-in, analogous to the argon-tagged isomer 1.  Isomer 8 has the same 

structure, but with the external CO rotated to have oxygen-in.  Isomer 9 has a similar non-

centrosymmetric structure, but both CO groups interacting with the OCH+ ion are oxygen-in.  

Isomer 10 is a 32.7 kcal/mol less stable centrosymmetric structure, with all three CO molecules 

having oxygen-in orientations.   
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 The comparison of the spectra predicted for these isomers to that in the experiment 

shows that no single isomer is able to account for the major bands measured.  Isomers 7 and 8 

both have strong bands at low frequency from the HC−O+ stretch of an isolated HCO+ ion in a 

non-centrosymmetric structure.  The band for isomer 7 is much closer to the broad 1683 cm-1 

band in the experiment.  Isomer 7 also has a weak C−H stretch of the HCO+ moiety predicted at 

2324 cm-1, where there is a weak signal in the experiment.  However, neither isomer 7 or 8 has a 

carbonyl stretch with any significant intensity near 2186 cm-1, and neither of these has a C−H 

stretch at higher frequency that could explain the broad 2721 cm-1 band.  Isomer 9 has this kind 

of band, but no bands predicted near 1683 cm-1.  Therefore, at least two isomers of H+(CO)3 must 

be present to explain the spectrum.  A combination of isomers 7 and 9 could explain bands in the 

general vicinity of those measured, but there is no detailed match between experiment and 

theory.  Multiple isomers or combinations with low-frequency bends and stretches of the excess 

CO may explain the additional widths of the bands in this spectrum. 

It should be noted that isomer 7 here is analogous to isomer 1 for H+(CO)2Ar, with a 

linear OCH+-CO configuration that is non-centrosymmetric.  We mentioned earlier that previous 

theory had obtained such a structure initially for H+(CO)2, which was dynamically averaged to a 

centrosymmetric PBD configuration.  If the barrier to proton transfer is similar here, the same 

kind of dynamical averaging could take place for H+(CO)3.  To investigate this possibility, we 

have used single-point energy calculations for the centrosymmetric complexes of H+(CO)2, 

H+(CO)2Ar and H+(CO)3 (see Supplemental Information).  The argon and CO complexes were 

each confirmed to be transition states with the argon or CO located orthogonal to the OC-H+-CO 

axis in a "T"-shaped C2v structure.  We find the energies of these transition states to be 1.20, 1.32 

and 2.03 kcal/mol relative to the respective non-centrosymmetric equilibrium structures.  Our 

value for H+(CO)2 is virtually the same as that found in previous work.81,84  The values for the 
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argon and CO complexes show that complexation tends to raise the barrier slightly, making the 

non-centrosymmetric structure slightly more favored.  However, the zero-point energy in each of 

these complexes is still slightly above the barrier height, suggesting that a delocalized 

centrosymmetric structure should form.  The computational results therefore suggest that a 

centrosymmetric proton-bound dimer structure should form regardless of the tagging situation.  

Unfortunately, the experiments do not agree with this assertion, particularly for the H+(CO)3 

complex.  It has a high frequency band that can only be explained by a free C−H+ stretch, and the 

1683 cm-1 feature comes from the C−O stretch of an isolated HCO+ unit.  These patterns are 

inconsistent with a centrosymmetric structure. 

The extensive spectroscopy measurements and theory reported here therefore leave us 

with a conundrum about the structure of the H+(CO)2 ion.  All computational studies are in 

agreement that the proton-bound dimer structure (isomer 1 here) lies lowest in energy, and that 

the zero-point energy should cause the non-centrosymmetric structure to become 

centrosymmetric.  Unfortunately, there is no evidence for this in the spectroscopy.  We have 

obtained several spectra for this ion tagged with argon, neon or an extra CO, as well as in a 

hydrogen matrix isolation environment.  The detailed assignments of these spectra are less than 

perfect, but this can largely be attributed to the shortcomings of the VPT2 anharmonic theory 

computations.  Zero-point effects apparently cause the computations of frequencies at the 

electronic minima to be inadequate for many of these complexes.  However, all the spectra agree 

that the species measured have high frequency C−H stretches, only one or two C−O stretches, 

and no bands where shared-proton vibrations would be expected.  Figure 9 shows the 

comparison of the IR-PD spectra for H+(CO)2Ar, H+(CO)2Ne and H+(CO)3, which demonstrates 

their similarity.  Although kinetic effects of how the ions are produced may influence some of 

these systems, the H+(CO)3 complex is particularly problematic, as any such issues should be 
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eliminated for this ion.  Nonetheless, it exhibits a strong C−H stretch, only one C−O stretch, and 

a reasonably strong low-frequency feature assigned to the C−O stretch of an "isolated" HCO+ 

moiety.  It is clear from these spectra that a large population of ions produced under a variety of 

conditions form non-centrosymmetric structures.  But the question remains: Are any ions 

forming the predicted centrosymmetric proton-bound dimer structure? 

Unfortunately, it is quite difficult to be sure about the possibility of a centrosymmetric 

PBD structure co-existing with the other isomers indicated by our spectra.  According to the 

available theory on this system, its only intense infrared feature would be the parallel proton 

stretch vibration located at a frequency below 400 cm-1,81 which is outside the range of any of the 

experiments.  A band for the perpendicular proton stretch is predicted near 1185 cm-1, but with 

weak intensity (11 km/mol).84  It is therefore not too surprising that we detect nothing here.  The 

only other band with significant intensity is the carbonyl stretch predicted at 2246 cm-1 (intensity 

53 km/mol).84  This is in the range of our experiment and could have been detected.  The 

carbonyl stretching bands are sharp for the most part and there are only one or two bands here in 

each spectrum, consistent with patterns expected for the other most abundant isomers as we 

assigned them.  If there were a significant amount of the centrosymmetric PBD isomer, we 

should have seen additional carbonyl stretches for at least some of the spectra, but we do not.  It 

is conceivable that an additional carbonyl stretch from the PBD ion is present, but overlapped by 

other bands or weaker than predicted.  For this reason, and the other issues mentioned here, we 

cannot rule out the presence of the centrosymmetric PBD structure.  However, as shown here, a 

substantial population, if not the majority, of these ions adopt other structures.  This behavior has 

not been seen for any other proton-bound dimer ions to our knowledge. 

Additional experiments beyond the scope of our present work could be done in the future 

to further explore the structure of this ion.  High resolution absorption spectroscopy, like that 
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already done for HCO+ could of course be done for the H+(CO)2 ion without any tagging or 

trapping environment.  A high frequency C−H stretch, or the carbonyl stretch, would be in the 

range of available laser systems.  Likewise, it would be especially interesting to explore the 

spectrum at low frequencies (<400 cm-1) where the shared proton stretch is predicted for the 

PBD structure.  This could be done in the gas phase using a free electron laser, or perhaps in a 

hydrogen matrix using far-infrared light sources and detectors.  Additional computational studies 

could re-examine the effects of dynamical averaging on the spectroscopy, perhaps including the 

effects of argon or neon tagging.  Such computations are beyond the scope of the present study, 

and indeed would be quite challenging.  The proton-bound dimer of CO remains as a 

fundamentally important structural problem, with significant implications for astrochemistry. 

 

IV. Conclusion  

We report the first infrared spectroscopy for the H+(CO)2 and D+(CO)2 molecular ions, 

complemented by extensive computational chemistry.  In gas phase experiments, this ion is 

studied via tagging with argon, neon, or an additional CO using infrared photodissociation 

spectroscopy.  Additional experiments employ p-H2 matrix isolation absorption spectroscopy.  

The gas phase spectrum for H+(CO)2Ar matches that measured for H+(CO)2 in p-H2.  Both have 

patterns that can be assigned to non-linear structures different from the linear centrosymmetric 

proton-bound dimer structure predicted to be most stable.  Additional spectra measured with 

neon tagging or with an excess CO ligand also have features consistent with a free C−H stretch 

that are inconsistent with a PBD structure.  Computational studies using anharmonic vibrational 

theory identify several low energy isomers other than the centrosymmetric PBD structures that 

account for the measured spectral patterns.  A substantial population of isomers other than the 
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most stable PBD structure are definitely present, but it is not clear whether or not the PBD 

structure is in fact formed. 

 

Supplemental Information 

See Supplemental Information for optimized geometries and harmonic frequencies of all 

computed isomers.  Also shown are the anharmonic spectra predicted for the remaining argon-

tagged, neon-tagged, and CO trimer isomers not presented in the main article.  The details of 

computational results on the formation of H+(CO)2H2 isomers are presented. 
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Table I. Relative energies and argon/neon binding energies computed at the CCSD(T)/ANO1 

level of theory for the predicted isomers of H+(CO)2, D+(CO)2 and H+(CO)3. 

 

Isomer   Relative Energy (kcal/mol)   Binding Energy (cm-1) 

  H+(CO)2
 H+(CO)2Ar H+(CO)2Ne  Ar  Ne 

 

1  0.0  0.0  0.0   768  157 

2  5.1  5.0  5.1   806  182 

3  5.8  4.3  5.4   1315  293 

4  7.8  6.1  7.4   1344  301 

5  30.1  30.8  32.2   548  123 

6  48.1  46.0  50.9   1517  358 

 

   Relative Energy (kcal/mol)   Binding Energy (cm-1) 

  D+(CO)2
 D+(CO)2Ar D+(CO)2Ne  Ar  Ne 

 

1  0.0  0.0  0.0   778  156 

2  5.2  4.8  4.8   816  184 

3  5.9  4.0  5.1   1310  297 

4  8.0  5.9  7.1   1339  306 

5  32.2  30.7  30.2   549  122 

6  50.9  45.4  46.9   1493  360 

 

  Relative Energy (kcal/mol)    Binding Energy (cm-1) 

  H+(CO)3
      CO 

     

7  0.0       1455 

8  1.49       935 

9  6.22       982 

10  32.7       1050 
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Table II. Band positions (in cm-1) for H+(CO)2 in the IR-PD and matrix isolation experiments compared with VPT2 predictions for argon-

tagged isomers 1, 2, 3, and 4 at the CCSD(T)/ANO1 level of theory.  Band intensities (km/mol) are given in parentheses. 

Experiments  Theory 

IR-PD p-H2  Isomer 1 Isomer 2 Isomer 3 Isomer 4 Approx. Descriptiona 

2772 2618-2682 (100)b   2752 (912) 2896 (598) 2859 (661) ν(OC-H+) 

     2872 (459)b 2786 (459)b  

2597 2508-2528 (20)       

2128 2032.6 (22)  2264 (42) 2118 (293) 2128 (328) 2128 (373) ν(O-CH+) 

     2177 (366)c 2173 (325)c  

2066 2007.3 (36)  2163 (26) 2049 (409) 2175 (21) 2068 (142) ν(CO) 

     2254 (26)c 2117 (200)c  

     1933 (50)c 1788 (80)c 2ωoop(O-C-H+) 

 1525.7 (34)    1627 (36)c 1623 (60)c 2ωip(O-C-H+) 

1445   1395 (72)    νs(OC-H+) + νs(CH+C) 

1146 1100.4 (16)  1226 (2381)d    νs(OC-H+) 

a Mode description: : stretch; : bend; s: symmetric; oop: out-of-plane; ip: in-plane. 
b Percentage integrated intensities relative to the most intense band near 2650 cm−1. 
c Anharmonic frequencies and IR intensities (km/mol) of H+(CO)2H2 predicted at the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory. 
dThis result might be a computational artifact: see text.  
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Table III. Band positions (in cm-1) for D+(CO)2 in the IR-PD and matrix isolation experiments compared with VPT2 predictions for argon-

tagged isomers 1, 2, 3, and 4 at the CCSD(T)/ANO1 level of theory.  Band intensities (km/mol) are given in parentheses. 

Experiments  Theory 

IR-PD p-H2  Isomer 1 Isomer 2 Isomer 3 Isomer 4 Approx. Descriptiona 

2480 2514.7 (22)b   2464 (105) 2504 (88) 2499 (87) ν(OC-D+) 

     2500 (89)c 2520 (36)c  

2072   2294 (17) 2054 (177) 2175 (21) 2068 (144) ν(CO) 

     2256 (28)c 2116 (198)c  

1752 1808.9 (100)  2211 (2) 1735 (599) 1810 (355) 1791 (427) νs(O-C-D+) 

     1803 (338)c 1752 (390)c  

1663   1656 (49)    2ωoop(O-C-D+) 

1462 1347.2 (4)    1395 (14) 1394 (0.2) 2ωip(O-C-D+) 

     1458 (19)c 1451 (33)c  

 1295.4 (11)    1299 (11) 1350 (0.5) 2ωip(O-C-D+) 

     1260 (12)c 1357 (24)c  

1117   1168 (261)    νs(OCD+) + νs(CD+C) 

1101   980 (664)    D+ shuttling 

a Mode description: : stretch; : bend; s: symmetric; oop: out-of-plane; ip: in-plane. 

b Percentage integrated intensities relative to the most intense band near 1809 cm−1. 

c Anharmonic frequencies and IR intensities (km/mol) of D+(CO)2D2 predicted at the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory. 
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Figure Captions 

 

Figure 1.  Experimental infrared photodissociation (IR-PD) spectra of H+(CO)2Ar (top) and 

D+(CO)2Ar (bottom). 

 

Figure 2.  Comparison of the gas phase IR-PD spectrum of H+(CO)2Ar (top) to the difference 

spectrum generated for the H+(CO)2 ion in p-H2 (bottom).  Infrared lines marked with asterisks 

are assigned to species other than H+(CO)2; see Figure S2. 

 

Figure 3.  Comparison of the gas phase IR-PD spectrum of D+(CO)2Ar (top) to the difference 

spectrum generated for the D+(CO)2 ion in n-D2 (bottom).  Infrared lines marked with asterisks 

are assigned to species other than D+(CO)2; see Figure S4. 

 

Figure 4.  Geometries and ZPVE-corrected relative energies of six stable isomers of H+(CO)2 

(and D+(CO)2) in kcal mol−1 as calculated at the CCSD(T)/ANO1 level of theory. 

 

Figure 5.  Comparison of the experimental infrared spectrum of H+(CO)2Ar (top) with computed 

VPT2 spectra for isomers 1−4 (four lower traces, respectively) at the CCSD(T)/ANO1 level of 

theory. 

 

Figure 6.  Comparison of the experimental infrared spectrum of D+(CO)2Ar (top) with computed 

VPT2 spectra for isomers 1−4 (four lower traces, respectively) at the CCSD(T)/ANO1 level of 

theory. 
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Figure 7.  Experimental IR-PD spectra of H+(CO)2Ne (top) compared to the predictions of theory 

for isomers 2−6 (four lower traces, respectively). 

 

Figure 8.  Experimental IR-PD spectrum of H+(CO)3 (top) compared to the spectra predicted by 

theory for isomers 7−10 (four lower traces, respectively) of this ion. 

 

Figure 9.  Comparison of the experimental IR-PD spectra for H+(CO)3 (top), H+(CO)2Ar 

(middle), and H+(CO)2Ne (bottom). 
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